OUR BATTLES AND VALUES IN 2017
Strengthen the ties between French citizens and the European Union





Strengthen the French citizens’ sense of belonging to the EU, the European monetary union, and the Schengen area ;
Put the EU at the heart of the 2017 French presidential election and rehabilitate the European idea in France ;
Celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Erasmus program and “Europe as an opportunity” ;
Promote the transparency of the policies and the decision making process of the EU.

Defend the founding principles of the European integration




Make sure that the Union stays a community based on values and principles (the rule of Law, democracy, gender equality, respect of
minorities...) ;
Defend the benefits of the “common market” and free competition by celebrating of the 60th anniversary of the Treaty of Rome ;
Fight Europhobia at the dawn of the Brexit negotiations

Strengthen the European economic and social policies





Debate on the future of big trade agreements such as TTIP and CETA ;
Support economic growth and the industry in Europe ;
Step up the fight against tax evasion and support tax harmonization in Europe ;
Improve the European R&I common policy.

Promote a European security and defense policy





In the light of the terrorist threat, encourage cooperation and European integration and promote Europe as “a response to threats”;
Debate the national and European reactions towards the terrorist threat ;
Understand and anticipate NATO’s evolutions ;
Improve the crisis management in our neighboring countries (Syria, Ukraine, Libya…).

Foster EU values and extend its international influence





Encourage European cohesion in face of the global coalitions and Donald Trump’s United States of America ;
Reaffirm European leadership towards climate change and global energy challenges ;
Redefine the EU’s relationship with Russia and Turkey ;
Address migration and development issues through a global approach, especially in regard to the EU-Africa relationship.
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